TOP MIX
PERMEABLE
Summary of features and benefits
Topmix Permeable from Tarmac offers a practical, cost-effective, long-lasting, sustainable drainage solution that minimises the risk of surface water flooding and improves water quality.

**STORM WATER MANAGEMENT**
- Rapid water removal ensures water-free surfaces (up to 1,000 litres/minute/m²)
- Safer roads and parking areas
- No standing water
- Reduced risk of flash flooding
- High permeability and drainage capacity

**ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT**
- Minimises urban impact on natural water cycle
- Filters petroleum hydrocarbons from dirty road water
- Provides natural groundwater recharge in urban environments
- Reduced pollution in storm water
- Reduced heat build-up and retention lowers Urban Heat Island effect

**ADVANTAGES FOR USING IN DOMESTIC SITUATIONS**
There are a number of advantages of using TOPMIX PERMEABLE from Tarmac in domestic situations such as on driveways:
- No standing water lessens the risk of hydroplaning
- Voids speed up snow and ice thawing
- No planning permission required
- Reduced storm water impact fees

**ADVANTAGES FOR USING IN CAR PARKS**
The benefits of installing TOPMIX PERMEABLE from Tarmac in car parks are the same as those for domestic applications, with the added advantages of:
- Reduced investment in labour, construction and maintenance of detention ponds, skimmers, pumps and drainage pipes
- Larger areas to be developed at a lower cost

To find out how TOPMIX Permeable can help you achieve longer-lasting results, quickly and cost effectively. Call **0800 1 218 218** or email **topmixpermeable@tarmac.com**